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RUSSIA. TO USE RENEWABLE ENERGY: TARIFFS, MECHANISMS 

 

Chairman, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It's very well known that energy tariffs, their economic nature specially for the 

quite new field of activity for many countries -  Renewable Energy – need to  

continue studies. There is a number of specific items which influences to the price 

formation and some of them depends on of geographic factors for ex. (the number of 

Sunny days in a year, the wind directions in the region and wind force etc.). 

Many difficulties, problems appear because of population density for ex.(well 

known that in a region of high density it's possible to install high power wind turbines 

and to achieve economy of scale which has big influence to tariffs). Other problem is 

a  storage of extra electricity produced during the non-demand period of the day or 

connections with main electric networks etc. These and other particular features have 

big influence to the tariff formation and its elaboration.  

Other  particularity is in a very interesting field of economy. RE capacities 

belong to the sphere of natural monopoly where as you know very well the 

competition policy, competition approaches could not be achieved in frame of RE 

(between wind and solar for ex.). These factors also have influence to the tariff 

policy. It's very well known that in this case the state, public authorities play an 

important role. May be this is an answer to the question asked yesterday. For the 

moment the dynamic development of  RE is possible only using extra money in form 

of state subsidies. It's clear that private business doesn't like to invest money knowing 



about losses. But the state has to have extra money in its budget taking them from 

other social and economic spheres or increasing prices. In other case the tariffs have 

no possibility to go down. Repeat this sector is belong to natural monopoly practice.  

Countries started to implement RE systems have met with above mentioned 

questions and have elaborated several methods for tariff formation but one thing is 

quite common for all RE players: What's needed is tariff structure that allows 

companies to request and purchase  renewable  energy directly from their utilities. 

 Tariff structure and principals of tariff formation represent a question of 

interest for population, for direct buyers of solar, wind and hydro- equipment and 

solar, wind and hydro- electricity. Both population and companies are interested and 

want to understand how long is a period of depreciation (?), does the tariff system 

offer ample flexibility (?) and other questions. A period of depreciation for wind 

installations is cca.10-12 years. Most of the commercial-scale turbines installed today 

are 2 MW in size and cost roughly $3-$4 million installed.  Smaller farm or 

residential scale turbines cost less overall, but are more expensive per kilowatt of 

energy producing capacity. Wind turbines under 100 kilowatts cost roughly $3,000 to 

$8,000 per kilowatt of capacity. A 10 kilowatt machine (the size needed to power a 

large home) might have an installed cost of $50,000-$80,000 (or more) depending on 

the tower type, height, and the cost of installation. But Often times there are tax and 

other incentives that can dramatically reduce the cost of a wind project. But it's 

understandable that without state subsidies many projects in many countries couldn't 

be realized. We have to take into account by the way that Number of full load hours 

per year is cca. 10%. 

Depending on the location and design of the system, the typical home solar 

installation ranges from 3 to 7 kilowatts and costs between $18,000 to $40,000 to 

purchase: Equipment Costs ~ 45%, Installation and Permitting Costs ~ 25%, 

Sales, Marketing, and Operational Costs ~ 30%.  

Two-three examples of RE tariffs policy.  



 Germany introduced a system of feed-in-tariffs for solar, wind and other 

renewable technologies back in 2000. The law guarantees access to the grid and a 

subsidy payments for 20 years. 

In UK The Simple Guide to the Renewable Energy Tariffs was written because 

an enormous amount of people are interested in tariffs and want to be able to 

understand them quickly  and easily.  

Feed-in-tariffs (FIT) is a performance-based incentive rather than an 

investment-based   incentive and in that respect is more similar in production tax 

credits and the renewable tax credits of an Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) 

market than to investment tax credits or other investment subsidies. In some countries 

for ex. in the USA FIT is used in combination with one or more incentives.   

In Russian Federation development of RE was not so fast because well known 

situation with fossil energy sources. Huge reserves of crude oil, natural gas and coal 

have determined the development traditional energy resources, technologies of 

processing, transport infrastructure. This is particularity of Russian economy. Many 

economists have quite well justified thesis by which the time to invest a lot of money 

for the development of expensive technologies, equipment, infrastructure will come a 

little bit later because of easier possibility exists.  

 Nevertheless Russian Federation during last 20-30 years developed other 

sources of RE as the energy of volcanoes, energy of tides, geothermal energy. For ex. 

Russian Far East has accumulated good experience in this field of activity.  

In May 2013 Russian Federation Government adopted the Decision N 449 

concerning Mechanism of renewable energy promotion in frame of the wholesale 

market of electric energy and power. Main target is – in 2020 the share of renewable 

energy (RE) to rose to 2,5% in a total production. 

Primary objective of the Decision is to intensify the development of RE using 

the investment projects; 

Construction of new electric power stations based on the RE sources will be 



stimulated; 

 market includes solar and wind energy and water flows; 

 Mechanism of renewable energy promotion in frame of the wholesale market 

of electric energy and power was proposed; 

 Mechanism to sale/deliver power by the qualified (defined) generation stations 

was determined too; 

 Reimbursement of invested capital has to be released via contracts of power 

delivery to the wholesale electric power market; 

According to Decision investment projects could receive subsidy from the 

public budget; 

 Decision ЃgcoversЃh solar, wind and hydropower stations maxim 25 Mw;  

 Selection of investment projects concerning construction of RE generation 

stations is organized separately for each RE technology (in 2013 till September 30, 

next years to 30 June). Then Contracts could be concluded;  

 Special regular is made for localization of main equipment and other 

installations; 

So, ex. for solar energy generation power coef. of localization is 0,35 and for wind 

and hydropower – 0,45. 

In 2013 indicators of specific operating expenses are as following: 

- for solar generation power – cca. 4250 euro/Mw per month; 

- for wind generation power – cca. 2950 euro/Mw per month; 

- for hydropower generation – cca. 2000 euro/Mw per month   

The above mentioned document doesn’t contain items concerning geothermal 

energy, flowing tide/ebb energy etc. 

Items concerning the land costs etc. have to be clarified too. 

Adoption of  above mentioned Decision means a step to the development of so 

called small generation on the base of RE. According to the Government the 

alternative energy is more advantageous than the construction of big power stations 



and transportation of energy from the producer to final consumer. 

 While studying the RE issues no many  comprehensive materials concerning 

RE were found. There are different articles and publications of RE but relatively   

few of them can help to consumers both industrial and householders to understand to 

make it clear basic scopes, technologies, advantageous of RE. For ex. not many 

people know about prices of wind turbines, micro-hydro power stations, solar voltaic 

equipment. May be a study made by OSCE could be useful. OSCE publication 

“Handbook of Best Practices at Border Crossing – A Trade and Transport Facilitation 

Perspectives”  is a very good example in this context. 

Thank you for attention! 
	  


